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Who are the poor today? How do they get food? What kind of food do they find? Last Minute 
Market is a photographic project that documents exactly this moment: people who needs food 
and clothes and the gestures they do to obtain them. Man and women of all genres, race and 
age walking across the stands of the "Porta Palazzo" market in Turin, concentrating on the 
food they are trying to grab, generating a form of useful recycling. The main cause of this 
phenomenon is poverty. 
The food industry, as we can read in the book "Il Libro nero dello spreco in Italia", is 
responsible for 10 % of the food "lost on the streets": between the shelfs of the supermarkets, 
shops and malls every year 109.000 tons of food are lost. Every tonne of food waste 
generates 4,2 tons of CO2.So, in a year, over 8 million. Without the wastefulness, the emitted 
CO2 in Italy would lower 15%. If we consider the waste of water used for agriculture, we are 
talking about 5,3 billions of cubic meters. With the same amount all the inhabitants of Kenya 
would have water fot 270 years, and stopping the waste of food would be like having one car 
out of 4 off the road in the UK. 
In Italy, 20.290.767 tons of food waste are created along the food chain. The fruit and 
vegetables thrown away in markets, supermarkets and other commercial services bring with 
them a waste of over 63 millions of cubic meters of water and it consumes resources for 316 
square meters. The wastefulness and the denial of the logic of efficiency which without the 
impact of human existence is destined to be unbearable, a perversion of the production 
system generated by mechanism that incentivize the wastes because they don't recognize the 
price of the damage ant the price for collectivity: every tonne generates 4,2 tons of CO2 which 
is one of the first reasons for the climate chaos. 
From this considerations we obtain a convincing teases: to avoid that the fight to wastefulness 
is a correct and worthy act, but in the end occasional and non influent, we can't rely on the 
sense of compassion. It's useful to investigate what is the self inflicted damage and the 
damage to others and to nature, and to find a place where wastefulness doesn't exist. 
A good starting point used by some producers is to sell with discount the products that are 
expiring. 
But in the fruit and vegetables markets this happens more. Turin hosts one of the biggest 
markets in Europe, the one in "Porta Palazzo", where every day ant the end of the morning it's 
possible to "shop" without having to pay, by profiting of all the food destined to be wasted. 
From it's birth "Porta Palazzo" has always been the meeting point between the immigrants 
and the city: here they found someone who cold speak their language or dialect, that would 
sell foods from their countries or that could simply tell them where to go. From the twentieth 
century the area has been a symbol of the immigration in Turin and the market was the 
meeting point for the people who wanted to find smells of home, meet friends, chat, or not feel 
alone in an unknown city. In the last century the arrival of new populations generated new 
eating habits and transformed Turin in one of the main multiethnic realities. 
Today the people of the market is very miscellaneous but has one thing in common, find food 
without having to pay for it. 
	  


